
31 flavours at home
chook surprise
Watch the baby chicks hatch from their polka dot egg 
and learn to swim in a warm pool of caramel goodness. 
Devour the light and fluffy caramel marshmallow. 

golden nutella spoon
Savour every spoon of this golden decadence filled 
with house-made hazelnut spread ready to stir up 
some nutty fun, and served with a chocolate 
marshmallow.

golden ticket
Congratulations! You are the lucky finder of this 
golden ticket. Follow in Willy Wonka's footsteps and 
create your spectacular hot chocolate with oompa 
loompa melts, a magical popping candy bar and 
orange marshmallow.

tim tam slam
Who can resist this classic with a Chocolaterie twist? 
Our delicious salted caramel hot chocolate, a 
house-made tim tam with a gooey salted caramel 
centre for you to suck its goodness through, served 
with a chocolate marshmallow.

rocky road explosion
Two traditions collide; rocky road and hot chocolate. 
Stir the nutty melts, drop your ball, watch your 
mallows float to the top. A cluster and chocolate 
mallow will blow your mind.

golden gaytime
A survivor!  You can trust this hot chocolate to deliver 
a burst of caramel and vanilla goodness in a delicious 
mallow popsicle to dip into a smooth caramel hot 
chocolate. A gaytime's a good time!

bananarama
A delightfully sweet and nutty mix of our banana 
melts and peanut spread to transport you to a 
tropical island so far away. The banana marshmallow 
will bring you back home.

mister mint
Meet our minty frogolicious sitting on a Lilypad 
floating on a pond of refreshing mint hot chocolate 
complimented with a fluffy mint marshmallow.

s’mores
You'll be coming back for more! Re-live campfire 
memories with our wildberry hot chocolate, topped 
with a berry mallow and served with a torched 
s’mores shortbread sandwich on the side. 

delightfully turkish
Enjoy an Arabian night at home with this delightfully 
rich inspired hot chocolate. Infuse your beverage 
with just the right amount of rose water, enjoy your 
turkish log and rose marshmallow. 

the bees knees
Get a buzz from nature's hardworking bees and a 
crunch from our talented chocolatiers. The 
sweetness will draw you to the honeycomb and the 
colour to the funky mallow.
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superfoodie
Work out your tastebuds with our most nutritious 
dark almond hot chocolate topped with a disk of 
super goodness, served with a charcoal 
marshmallow nearly too good to be true! 

pavlova punch
This hot chocolate really packs a punch with its 
delicious passionfruit flavoured melts and 
topped with mini meringues to dance to the tune 
of summer, with matching marshmallow.

wagon wheel slurp
Make some noise with this decadent ruby wagon wheel filled 
with vanilla marshmallow and berry jam, pierced with a straw to 
slurp and sip your berry ruby hot chocolate.  Finish with a fluffy 
berry marshmallow.

CARAMELISED WHITE
koala kids
These koala kids are bursting with fun and golden gooey, nutty 
goodness. Watch as they float away into a slumber of 
chocolate dreams on their caramel marshmallow. 

movie night
Sit back and enjoy this Academy Award winning hot chocolate 
with 5 star ingredients to take you to the cinema at home.  The 
choc coated popcorn and mallow choc top will sweeten your 
journey!

twisted sisters
Hold onto your tastebuds as you take in the sweet and salty 
delight of these handcrafted pretzels enjoyed with our creamy 
caramilsed white hot chocolate.  It's twisted fun that can't be 
broken.

drunken sailor
Be careful not to fall overboard with this rum 
infused hot chocolate. Sink the balls and drink its 
fast as a true sailor would do. The rum and raisin 
bark and chocolate marshmallow is a  delicious 
reward.
myrtle macadamia
Celebrate Aussie ingredients by matching Far 
North Queensland chocolate with sub-tropical 
macadamias and east-coast lemon myrtle….. you 
will come a Waltzing Matilda with me!  
coconut paradise
This dark coconutty hot chocolate with take you 
to white sandy beaches and crystal clear warm 
seas once you pour it into a hand crafted 
chocolate coconut dome and drink it with your 
mini straw and devour your fluffy chocolate 
marshmallow.

zingy chilli
Get blown away with this unique combination of 
chilli and lime that works so well. Your mouth will 
buzz when drinking your hot chocolate and cool 
with your lime marshmallow and chocolote slice, 
then heat up again with your chilli leaf truffles. 
ginger meggs
We have taken inspiration from Australia's longest 
running comic strip to create an old time favourite. 
This dark hot chocolate is infused with Buderim 
ginger and served with a gingerbread man and 
chocolate marshmallow.
very berry balls
You deserve this decadent raspberry and pistachio 
hot chocolate which combines two swanky 
ingredients to spoil you. Extra stirring is involved to 
make this hot chocolate, but it's worth it!  Topped 
off with a delicious raspberry marshmallow.

TRIO
This classic Italian masterpiece will give you the lift 
you need.  The combination of a trio of chocolate, 
freshly roasted coffee and the surprise of a 
choc-coated lady finger…..bellissimo!

tiramisu trio

WHITE

if you like pina colada…
…. and getting caught in the rain, then this hot chocolate cocktail 
is for you. Escape winter blues to a poolside party with a dash 
of Caribbean rum and the best pineapple sweets on earth.

polar express
A magical adventure awaits with our beary blueberry hot 
chocolate served with a blue vanilla marshmallow and your 
very own polar bear ready for a dip! 

oh la la nougat
So French, so chic. This classic combination of strawberry and 
vanilla takes you to the top of the Eiffel Tower. The flavours of 
the hot chocolate perfectly compliment the nougat and mallow.

cherry matcha
Organic matcha tea direct from the hills of Kyoto, blended with 
creamy white chocolate perfectly matched with cherry balls 
filled with jelly to melt in this heavenly hot chocolate and 
finished off with a cherry mallow.

cookie monster
Me want cookie! Unleash your inner cookie monster and drop 
his chocolatey eyes into your blue, cookie infused hot 
chocolate and watch the mallows pop to the top. Finish by 
devouring the choc chip cookie.

unicorn magic
Whimsical & delicious! Dreamy strawberry and vanilla infused 
white hot chocolate , topped with a unicorn meringue horn, 
served with a rainbow marshmallow. 

magic mushroom
This wildberry hot chocolate will have you hallucinating! Drop 
in the magic mushroom to melt in your mug and be amazed by 
the mini mallows as they multiply and float to the top, served 
with a berry marshmallow. 




